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The monetary policy of a synthetic commodity can be used to offset the cost associated 
with invoice settlement (known in most industries as “factoring.”) Just as Bitcoin uses 
emissions of new tokens to perfect the network, token emissions can be used to cover the 
costs associated with factoring. In the transportation industry, factoring companies 
(intermediaries and/or banks) charge unreasonably high interest rates – at times exceeding 
25% annualized over term – often 20-70% of a carrier’s net revenue. These fees lead to 
increased shipping costs for all, trickling-down to every consumer and household when 
they purchase goods from retailers. TruckCoinSwap (TCS) has created a better solution for 
settlement that allows carriers to exchange collection rights in invoices for digital assets 
(TCS Tokens) in lieu of USD. To avoid slippage, carriers can then immediately sell TCS 
Tokens to gain USD liquidity, and recapture values far closer to 100% for each invoice. In 
so doing, TCS provides free settlement services to over 1,000,000 North American 
transportation companies. These 1M+ carriers are forced to factor today, as they are not at 
scale, cannot wait the industry standard 30-180 days for payment, and cannot afford to 
payroll a settlement department. Though small businesses, these 1M+ carriers also make 
up 90% of the full truckload “spot” capacity in America every day. Without them, every 
grocer and retailer would be rationing consumer products within a week. Collectively, 
these carriers are factoring over $500 billion per year in commercial paper, though the total 
addressable market for TCS (internationally) far exceeds one trillion dollars annually. As 
TCS will also be an active buyer of TCS Token and, in time, the largest buyer of TCS 
Token, the economic models advanced here conclude in fully sustainable and deflationary 
monetary policy, aligning incentives for all participants. In transportation, a free settlement 
solution for carriers is long overdue. TCS has solved factoring, and can now provide the 
same.     
          
  



Introduction 
 
TruckCoinSwap (TCS) is a fintech and freight technology company – free for Users – that 
will recapture and return up to 70% of annual net revenue to over one million global 
transportation companies. In time, the TCS network can eliminate over $3 billion in annual 
intermediary costs in the North American supply chain, and this tranche of savings can 
transfer to consumers, households and businesses. As such, TCS endeavors to provide 
needed relief to the small business community comprising the backbone of the American 
economy, and reduce the cost of consumer packaged goods, food, and related products in 
an era of rampant inflation. 
 
Invoice settlement is an important service, allowing companies to manage cash flow in 
industries with poor pay terms and related barriers to entry and scale. Despite this value, 
the costs associated with factoring full truckload freight is commercially unreasonable and, 
arguably, usurious. Blockchain technology presents the framework to disrupt and 
disintermediate the current financial system. Furthermore, synthetic commodities enable 
tokenomics and monetary policy to benefit every party in the supply chain. 
 
For transportation companies (Users), the TCS network works identically to traditional 
invoice factoring. The freight factoring market is dominated by banks, and subsidiaries of 
banks. The million potential TCS Users are factoring now due to lack of scale. They simply 
cannot afford to payroll a settlement staff; and cannot wait 30-180 days for payment from 
shippers. Industry standard factoring costs are 3% of every gross invoice for these Users, 
which translates to an average interest rate of 20-25% annualized over term. TCS believes 
such costs constitute modern day usury, and are incurred like ‘silent taxes’ to the detriment 
of all consumers and businesses.  
 
To avoid factoring costs, Users need only register on the TCS mobile app and agree to 
terms for accounts receivable assignment. Users then upload industry documents after 
delivering freight. In 2-3 business days, TCS funds the User with the current USD 
equivalent of TCS Tokens, by depositing Tokens directly into digital wallet accounts at 
exchanges like CrossTower. This process is identical to settlement on the mobile apps of 
banks. Once funded, Tokens can then be transferred to USD or other digital currencies. For 
those exchanges with digital asset debit cards, TCS Token can also be spent directly with 
any retailer who accepts debit cards. TCS then monetizes the receivable with the shipper 
and deposits the USD proceeds as revenue. That revenue is subsequently used to fund 
purchases of Tokens which, along with newly minted Tokens, are used for future invoice 
purchases. 
 



For example, if the ratio is 1-10 when a TCS User seeks to swap – and the receivable value 
is $10,000 USD – the transportation User would receive 100,000 TCS Tokens in exchange 
for their commercial paper. TCS Tokens are then directly deposited into the User’s digital 
wallet. Here, the User receives 100% of the face value for the freight invoice. Industrywide, 
net revenue for full truckload freight receivables averages between 5-10%. Accordingly, 
on a $10,000 freight invoice, net revenue would range from $500-1,000. By avoiding a 3% 
gross factoring fee, a User saves $300 in costs. Where net revenue on the transaction is 
$500 . . . a $300 recapture represents a 60% increase in net revenue. Repeated for 150 like 
kind loads in a fiscal year, this savings represents $45,000.00 in additional net revenue to 
the TCS User.      
 
Transactional volume from commercial paper also creates velocity of money – or coin 
velocity – propelling TCS Token into the stream of commerce. Coin velocity tends to raise 
values, signaling institutional and retail buyers. In conjunction with the ecosystem of Users, 
a symbiotic ecosystem of purchasers will be born. The increase in value then funds 
expansion of the core use case via strategic B2B retail partnerships in the transportation 
industry, in-app advertising, licensing, continued development of patentable products 
already in the TCS tech stack, and M&A via capital deployment.  
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Token Structure 
 
TCS Token ($TCS) is an ERC-20 non-security digital asset deployed on Polygon network 
at: https://polygonscan.com/address/0x2f697BC31895ea05e6a364cedC8a76fF3467D32f. 
The Token is not pegged to any sovereign currency, digital asset, or class of assets and will 
fluctuate in accordance with market dynamics. Supply is capped at 50 billion $TCS, with 
most of the supply allocated to the TCS “Token Reserve” – utilized exclusively for 
transportation User settlements. Approximately 10% of supply is allocated to member-
owners; with the balance reserved for all other parties. TCS will purchase most Tokens 
used for swaps from the market, and some from the Swap Reserve to cover expenses. 
Accordingly, TCS will be an active buyer of TCS Token and, in time, become the single 
largest buyer of TCS Token. The TCS tokenomics model concludes in a fully sustainable 
and deflationary monetary policy. 
 
Decentralization & Compliance 
 
Decentralization and compliance are indispensable features to any successful digital asset. 
TCS has both. Bitcoin came to market through the work of miners. Individuals with a 
specialized skill set in society, who exchanged acumen, labor, and other resources to mine 
the token. Here, truck drivers and transportation operators are the miners of TCS Token, 
as their unique skill set in society creates the commercial paper required to bring a majority 
of the supply cap to market. As TCS Token is an Ethereum/Polygon fungible token, the 
blockchain technology is akin to a railroad that TCS neither owns nor controls. While TCS 
Token acts like a train on the tracks, the railroad is proprietary and decentralized as it relates 
to the TCS team. While TCS conducts the train, it is not a promoter of the railroad. TCS is 
likewise dependent on the ability to transfer TCS Tokens directly into the digital asset 
wallets of exchanges to settle transportation Users. Trains have no use case without depots 
and stations. Without exchanges, the TCS train is without depots and stations to transport 
stores of value. Similarly, TCS will rely on new digital asset debit cards issued by 
exchanges (like Coinbase and Binance.US) to create an immediate retail ecosystem. Access 
to these cards immediately accelerates the use case for transportations Users (and 
purchasers), by permitting TCS Token to be spent directly, even before TCS adds several 
targeted strategic partnerships to the ecosystem.    
 
From a compliance perspective, TCS Token is assembled like a mosaic. The mosaic tiles 
include the use case, labor from transportation Users, the continued success of third-party 
promotors, the advent of digital asset debit card products, and general market forces. To be 
classified as a security pursuant to the 1946 Howey Test, all four (4) prongs of the test must 
be met, and any adverse party has an affirmative preponderance burden to prove the same. 
Consistent with the ‘Crypto Rating Counsel’s’ (CRC) methodology for rating the 



compliance of digital assets, legal analysis has concluded TCS Token has a rating of: 2. By 
way of example, the CRC directly scored Bitcoin (BTC) at 1. Ethereum (ETH) scored at 
2; and Ripple (XRP) at 4. Generally, greater compliance is signaled by a lower score.   
 
Market 
 
TCS will capture market share in two industries simultaneously: transportation and web3. 
Combined, the two industries represent 4T in value today, and are projected to exceed 30T 
in value by 2030. The initial pain point is found in the U.S. full truckload sector. 
Fragmentation and inefficiency have plagued this sector for decades; exactly why venture 
capital has invested over 28B since 2018. In the US, the TCS User demographic is 
comprised of just over 1,000,000 trucking companies (91% with six (6) or less trucks), and 
17,000 logistics companies. Collectively, these companies are generating over 500B per 
year in accounts receivable. Accordingly, TCS only needs to capture a fraction of 1% of 
market share to generate billions in annual volume. Once TCS has penetrated sector market 
share, it will focus on expansion to rail, air and maritime; and related industries that are 
similarly burdened by the usurious costs of invoice factoring. 
 
Competitive Advantages 
 

First to market as a free service to Users - creating a net revenue recapture up to 70% - 
TCS will see viral adoption. As TCS Token can also unbank billions per year in accounts 
receivable (and rebank the revenue into digital asset exchanges), the TCS network has the 
potential to significantly increase assets under management (AUM) for exchanges, and rip 
market share away from the banking industry. Simultaneously, TCS Token can provide 
exchanges with access to over a million new organic customers, and the opportunity to 
cross-sell new and existing products. One example of a new product relates to the trucking 
fuel card industry. The global market for fuel cards projects for a 1.2T valuation by 2027, 
growing at a CAGR of 14%. Creating a crypto fuel card for TCS transportation Users 
would be an obvious and logical step for any exchange. Furthermore, these new customers 
create a bridge for exchanges to diversify further into B2B services. Diversification away 
from B2C services could also help exchanges mitigate the risks associated with the core 
‘crypto’ business model and develop far greater public and private valuations.     
 
  



Conclusion 
 
In terms of business history, the opportunity to capitalize on a 30T wave over seven (7) 
years is unprecedented. Further, TCS, as a fintech and a freight tech company, also 
champions a larger mission to digitize, optimize and automate every component of freight 
transportation settlement. In addition to making transportation companies more efficient 
and solvent, TCS can eliminate billions in annual waste within global supply chains – 
making TCS one of the most valuable and innovative companies in two industries. 
Accomplishing in a matter of months, what has taken industry-leading companies decades 
to achieve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


